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Legal Disclaimer 
 
The information set out below may not be exhaustive and doesn’t imply any elements of a contractual                 
relationship or obligations. The sole purpose of this Whitepaper is to present Lumenus and XLS tokens to                 
potential token holders in connection with the proposed token sale. Despite the fact that we make every                 
effort to ensure the accuracy, up to date and relevance of any material in this whitepaper, this document                  
and materials contained herein are not professional advice and in no way constitutes the provision of                
professional advice of any kind. To the maximum extent permitted by any applicable laws, regulations and                
rules, Lumenus doesn’t guarantee and doesn’t accept legal responsibility of any nature, for any indirect,               
special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in contract or otherwise (including but not                
limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising from or related to the                    
accuracy, reliability, relevance or completeness of any material contained in this whitepaper. Further,             
Lumenus does not make or wants to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or               
undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity, person, or authority, including any representation,              
warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set                 
out in this whitepaper. You should contact relevant independent professional advisors before relying or              
making any commitments or transactions based on the material published in this whitepaper. This              
whitepaper is not subject to any legal system and is not governed by any law. No regulatory authority has                   
examined or approved of any of the information set out in this whitepaper, and no such action has been or                    
will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication,               
distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory              
requirements or rules have been complied with. 
 
XLS tokens are not and will not be intended to constitute securities, digital currency, commodity, or any                 
other kind of financial instrument and have not been registered under relevant securities regulations,              
including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident. This                 
whitepaper is not a prospectus or a proposal, and its purpose is not to serve as a securities offer or                    
request for investments in the form of securities in any jurisdiction. However, in spite of the above,                 
legislation of certain jurisdictions may, now or in future, recognize XLS tokens as securities. Lumenus               
does not accept any liability for such recognition and/or any legal and other consequences of such                
recognition for potential owners of XLS tokens, nor provide any opinions or advice regarding the               
acquisition, sale or other operations with XLS tokens, and the fact of the provision of this whitepaper                 
doesn’t form the basis or should not be relied upon in matters related to the conclusion of contracts or                   
acceptance investment decisions. This whitepaper doesn’t oblige anyone to enter into any contract, to              
take legal obligations with respect to the sale or purchase of XLS tokens, and to accept any crypto                  
currency or other form of payment. Potential owners of XLS tokens are advised to contact relevant                
independent professional advisors, on the above matters. Certain statements, estimates and financial            
information contained herein constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking          
statements or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual              
events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such                 
forward-looking statements. Further, all examples of calculation of income and profits used in this paper               
were provided only for demonstration purposes or for demonstrating the industry's averages. For             
avoidance of doubt, nothing contained in this whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a guarantee,                 
promise, representation or undertaking as to the future performance of Lumenus and/or XLS token,              
and/or promise or guarantee of future profit resulting from purchase of XLS token. XLS tokens cannot be                 
used for any purposes other than as provided in this whitepaper, including but not limited to, any                 
investment, speculative or other financial purposes. XLS tokens confer no other rights in any form,               
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including but not limited to any ownership, distribution (including, but not limited to, profit), redemption,               
liquidation, property (including all forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights, other               
than those specifically set forth below. While the community's opinion and feedback can be taken into                
account, XLS tokens do not give any right to participate in decision making or any direction of business                  
related to the Lumenus service. 
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Abstract 
We as humans have become dependent on luxuries such as cars, houses, and even our cell phones. But                  
what does our love for manufactured metallic and plastic goods do to the environment? Human activity                
can be directly attributed to the cause of hundreds of extinctions in the last two centuries, versus the                  
millions of years that extinctions naturally occur. As we progress through the 21st century, humans have                
changed the world in unprecedented ways. One way humans have manipulated our globe is data               
mismanagement. 
 
Using AI doesn’t even solve the problem. Workloads might end up creating as much problems than it                 
should solve. These data silos can add up complexity that will drain your Data management department,                
increased cost of management, lower productivity, loss of time etc., are just few stress data               
mismanagements can cost you. These data silos can cause haphazard distribution of access to key data                
which is gross insecurity. 
 
Data is the lifeblood of state development. It is necessary to manage projects, avoid fraud, assess                
program performance, keep the books in balance, predict future occurrences and deliver services             
efficiently. But even as the trend toward greater reliance on data has accelerated over the past decades,                 
data mismanagement has lead dangerously off the track. Sometimes it doesn't exist at all. But worse than                 
that, all too often it's just wrong. 
  
There are examples everywhere. Last year, the California auditor's office issued a report that looked at                
accounting records at the State Controller's Office to see whether it was accurately recording sick leave                
and vacation credits. "We found circumstances where instead of eight hours, it was 80 and in one case,                  
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800," says Elaine Howle, the California state auditor. "And the system didn't have controls to say that's                 
impossible." The audit found 200,000 questionable hours of leave due to data entry errors, with a value of                  
$6 million. 
  
Mistakes like that are morale crushing, and can cause unequal treatment of valued employees.              
Sometimes, however, decisions made with bad data can have deeper consequences. In 2012, the              
secretary of environmental protection in Pennsylvania told Congress that there was no evidence the              
state's water quality had been affected by fracking. "Tens of thousands of wells have been hydraulically                
fractured in Pennsylvania," he said, "without any indication that groundwater quality has been impacted." 
But by August 2014, the same department published a list of 248 incidents of damage to well water due to                    
gas development. Why didn't the department pick up on the water problems sooner? A key reason was                 
that the data collected by its six regional offices had not been forwarded to the central office. At the same                    
time, the regions differed greatly in how they collected, stored, transmitted and dealt with the information.                
An audit concluded that Pennsylvania's complaint tracking system for water quality was ineffective and              
failed to provide "reliable information to effectively manage the program." 
 
When data is mismanaged, consequences are fatal enough to render government enterprise useless.             
Evaluation of successful program is difficult; taxes go uncollected; services are rendered inconsequential.             
The list can go on and on and won’t get exhausted. 
 
Third-party problem is particularly significant in data mismanagement. Third party interference makes            
data lose its credibility. This leads to the question: Can data be ever properly managed? 
 
 
Executive summary 
LUMENUS is the first Indonesian Token built on Stellar Platform. Lumenus is a Token built on the Stellar                  
platform and adopts Stellar technology and all components of the platform are “Stellar”. We are               
committed to build a platform that will utilize blockchain technology in real life with all aspects of life in                   
order to form a sense of trust and get rid of all the usual frauds in the community. 
 
 
Our Philosophy 
Lumenus comes from the word "Lumen" which means "light", in the hope that Lumenus will bring light to                  
the world and eliminating the dark side of social life that is often detrimental to many parties. 
What is Lumenus's purpose? 
 
Through the platform and its sectors to be developed, we are committed to ensuring data or assets have                  
a high degree of security and trust. In this process, create an ecosystem of intelligent community life,                 
enhance security. 
 
To earn your trust, we guarantee the protection of your rights by ensuring your data remains secure with                  
no third party interference. So, if you're still worried or grieving from stolen data, it's time to get the best                    
now with our Stellar technology 
 
While existing solutions offer to solve just one problem at a time, our team is up to build a secure, useful,                     
& easy-to-use product based on private blockchain. It will include easy cryptocurrency payments             
integration, and even a digital arbitration system. 
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Blockchain offers a completely different form of storing and managing data online. Decentralized ledgers              
do not have the points of failure and associated security issues of traditional databases and top-down                
protocols. Advantages in terms of cost, transparency, security and confidence means that data             
mismanagement can become removed for financial businesses, government departments and other           
organization. Data can be stored efficiently and proficiently. All provided by the blockchain technology. 
 
The Lumenus platform will be built on the Stellar technology and framework. Lumenus main purpose is to                 
create an ecosystem that will bring blockchain technologies to the real life, especially for field digital data                 
collection/ asset. It will make the assets more secure and 100% blockchain-backed. The immutable and               
transparent nature of the blockchain lends itself to applications in which the existence of a file or                 
document must be proved for a particular point in time. Fairness is built in. Our talented team of miners                   
have hands-on experience in the field of crypto currency, asset and data management 
 
Lumenus is committed to provide a high quality platform, suited to aid solution to our modern day                 
problem, and revolutionizing the industry. We’re reinventing the global blockchain – that is smart, secure               
and with easy and user friendly interface. We will completely remodel the way businesses raise capital                
and the way investors buy and sell shares. 
 
At the end, our aims to integrate all companies, employees, and business assets into a unified blockchain                 
ecosystem, which will make business truly efficient, transparent, and reliable using decentralized network             
to secure your document assets. 
 
 
Why Lumenus? 
Once you’ve entered into our ecosystem, proper data management is assured. Here are reasons why our 
platforms are your best bet: 

·      Anti-spam role: 
  Prevent users with malicious intentions from flooding the network (DDoS attack). 

·      Low-cost Fee: 
  Send LUMENUS token to other wallet & account with almost no cost 

·      Extremely Fast: 
  Transactions on the decentralized network resolve in 2-5 seconds. 

·      Stellar Based Technology: 
  Most powerful decentralization system compared to another platform. 
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Our Platforms 
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What is Lumenus health?  
 

 
 
Lumenus health is the platform that will be developed in the field of health in particular to better the                   
relationship between health care and service users when relating to health problems. At this time, general                
patient data including electronic medical record (EMR) of patients are only stored for patients and not by                 
the patients. In fact, patients should seek medical history (EMR) as based on the accordance of medicine.                 
It's no surprise to see hospitals give lame excuses for patients not owning health history (EMR). As a                  
result, the patients cannot have a record about personal health. In a scenario where the patient is not                  
getting adequate attention and good healthcare, the patient will not be able to switch hospital because of                 
health record only owned only by the hospital where the patient gets examined. This will be a problem if                   
the patient was in a state of emergency or is in an area (outside medical area zone) and wants to access                     
healthcare. In such a region, he/she has no health record, healthcare becomes inaccessible.  
 
However, imagine a decentralized platform where hospitals can integrate patients’ data on a platform.              
This will be helpful to the healthcare industry as the above situation with the patient will less likely occur,                   
and the patient will get proper handling based on a history of health before. This idea makes perfect                  
sense, but unfortunately most healthcare givers lack the desire, manpower and technical know-how to              
handle such a beautiful project. The solution?  Lumenus. 
 
Solution 
There should be platform connecting patients’ data among hospitals. And that is the solution we offer - the                  
blockchain technology, on which all patients data and patients medical history (EMR) will be decentralized               
permitting cross contact between hospitals, so both sides (hospital & patients) will be benefit. As access                
to health records by hospitals will be made easier, even if patient has never checked in the hospital or in                    
an unfamiliar environment. Similarly, the patient is also very much in control because the patient will also                 
get proper handling of diseases even without even visiting the hospital.  
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Features 
 

 
 
Lumenus health will feature health care providers - good hospitals, clinics, health laboratories, physicians.              
The process connecting healthcare givers to the patient will involve the patient owning a unique number                
serving as contact (ID). Every transaction data done will enter into the system blockchain, generate               
special fingerprints and will be different in each transaction. 
 
Platform to be developed include: 

● Healthcare provider 
● Practicing doctors 
● Patients 

 
a.   Platform for healthcare service provider 

In this platform, healthcare providers will be allowed to: 
-  Input patient data 
-  Inputs health record (EMR) 
-  Scan barcode ID patients (to access medical history of the patients before from other hospitals) 

 
b.   Platform for practitioners 

Features in this platform will be the same as the platform for health care providers, except for the addition                   
of online consultation. Online consultations, which is set to be the future of medical consultations, will be                 
use. Online consultations will allow a patient determine the level of details made available to their doctors                 
as long as they feel is necessary. Unequaled privacy! Patients have access to discuss live with doctors at                  
their comforts. 
 

c.   Platform for the patients 
In this platform, patients have access to the following features: 

-  View health history (EMR) 
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-  Online consultation with practitioners 
- Allowing or giving selected family members access to their health record (EMR) to allow               

healthcare providers see patients’ health record (in this case will be useful if the patient is                
unconscious or in a state of coma) 

-  Drugs usage reminder 
 
As the platform is dynamic, we will continue to develop the platform. This, of course, means features                 
aforementioned can increase, and this is solely to maximize benefit for the users on the platform and for                  
the holder of tokens of Lumenus. 
Electronic medical record (EMR) in the platform we offer will not replace existing medical record, but                
rather, is as a backup or reference for the healthcare providers and the patients to assist in handling a                   
complaint or disease. 
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What is Lumenus profile? 
 

 
Lumenus profile is a platform where we will develop the field of profession in a social media-model, which                  
will connect professionals and companies in need of their services. In the traditional world today,               
problems arise with giving out jobs which includes: 

● Applicants submits a falsified Curriculum Vitae(résumé), which contains interesting but false job            
history and experience. (Huge loss to the company) 

● Applicants becomes less-believed, even when honest. (Huge loss to applicants) 
● Interference by third parties in employees’ selection. (Huge loss to both companies and             

applicants) 
To save both parties these unnecessary stress, there must be a platform that not only verify job history                  
and experience, but also connect companies to their prospective employees. That is what Lumenus does.               
On this platform, both parties (the company and applicant) can verify the authencity of both the résumé                 
submitted by the applicants and the company’s integrity using the amazing blockchain technology.             
Lumenus will serve the purpose of an online verification, career management and recruitment platform.              
Potential employers are saved the stress of verifying applicants credentials, Lumenus does that for you. 
Lumenus is beneficial to both parties. It will help the job seeker maximize potentials beyond a point                 
unexpected with minimized cost. Finding your dream job will be made swift and way easier than you could                  
ever envisage. Which is why our platform being the right check for you to get verification. Potential                 
employers are equally beneficiaries on this platform. Why? Just like a good scout is required to find the                  
next superstar, so also is a verification, recruiting platform needed to help you find that staff that is the                   
missing jigsaw in your company’s boost to the top. Recruitment processes in recent years has become no                 
less boring and expensive which most times frustrate the companies. However, with our service, you               
have unlimited access to candidates which will in turn reduce the time to find talents required, significantly                 
reducing hiring costs and increase productivity. 
 
At the point where both parties reach an agreement, the blockchain stores the data and adds it to the job                    
seeker as part of job experience. The blockchain technology makes the process extremely fast and totally                
trustworthy with no third party interference (not even our team at Lumenus). The blockchain ensures that                
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the data are stored permanently and allows potential employers take a look at them. Hence, the company                 
feel secure in selection of verified applicants. With a verified data, job seekers’ experience is justified and                 
cannot be changed by anyone. Such assurance surely brings calmness to job seekers as they have a                 
better chance of getting jobs with their verified data. A sub platform of Lumenus profile is Lumenus                 
education. 
 
Lumenus education 
A civilization that refuses to create an educational platform to pass on the heritage of its culture and its                   
foundation crumbles. With the state of world already degraded, neglecting the educational sector would              
be to our detriment. Even at that, our educational system has done no good to this but rather it has failed                     
woefully. The more we advance in years, the more universities and other institutions of higher education                
drift from their purpose – to develop the next Albert Einstein, the next great one to help solve human’s                   
problem. Like the author of “Capital in the 21st Century” concludes that the only predictable factor that                 
drives individual earnings potential are “skills and knowledge”. Today institutions are providing students             
with neither. 
 
What does Lumenus educational platform offers? 
Lumenus will use a decentralized learning platform for people to improve their knowledge, their job skills                
in future technologies. Lumenus is building a model of educational standard using the blockchain              
technology to create educational progress unprecedented. The main participants in the Lumenus            
education platform will include students, colleges, schools, libraries, businesses. Lumenus is creating the             
best learning network for all fields. We aim to develop a decentralized eLearning platform. 
 
Learning is a part of economic survival, hence, the need to stay up to date and learn. This has geared us                     
to create this platform The platform will offer students the best courses online where good students will be                  
rewarded based on the system blockchain technology. We will provide online courses that don’t just               
answer your assignments but as well provide you with the skills to help you reach the heights of great                   
minds such as that of Albert Einstein. Lumenus is focused on using the platform to teach learners how to                   
get full knowledge on their field. Online courses provided by the likes of Udemy and Lynda do not teach                   
users to get absolute knowledge of their field. Anyone can start an introductory course online and claim to                  
complete it. Our courses are not just introduction to basic knowledge but are rather a full course providing                  
you with the best method of teaching. 
 
With Lumenus, learners are able to: 

● Watch and learn about your field of specialization 
● Watch sessions live video. 
● Download videos and project files to practice with. 
● Get answers on questions in interactive live chat. 

 
With loss of motivation so common among students, Lumenus will provide a system that rewards               
students for being outstanding. Students offer small rewards for small achievements and keep students              
engaged. What is good education without a good job to show for it? This is where Lumenus stands out. 
The education platform connects to the Lumenus profile to make sure students get a good job. You may                  
want to go to the Lumenus profile section and go through it. 
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Technology overview 
 

Lumenus is built on the framework and model of Stellar technology. This hybrid blockchain is               
decentralized and completely open-source, so anyone can benefit from it. It is easy to transfer assets                
between users regardless of country. Users only need to integrate with the network to use the system.                 
Unlike traditional money-transfer systems, banks, payment networks, and all people have the same             
economic participation and access. 
  
What can Stellar blockchain do? It performs all types of services you want from a banking institution, but                  
on a decentralized network free from greedy bank dues and fees. Remittances makes multicurrency              
transactions simple as it could ever be. The Stellar Network enables users to leverage a variety of                 
benefits, including low latency, decentralized control and asymptotic security. 
  
The blockchain technology is built to be a non-profit platform which means that institutions and individuals                
are not charged for conducting transactions on the network. 
Stellar provides robust security for supporting initial coin offerings (ICOs). It enables users to create               
custom ICOs by offering base abstractions like payments, tokens, and accounts. In addition, users can               
take advantage of the network's capacity to handle atomic transactions which is pretty remarkable. The               
built-in decentralized exchange supports efficient trading and eliminates the possibility of failing to list              
tokens, making this an option for ICO's issuing tokens who wish to stand apart from the crowd. 
  
Stellar provides robust security for supporting initial coin offerings (ICOs). It enables users to create               
custom ICOs by offering base abstractions like payments, tokens, and accounts. In addition, users can               
take advantage of the network's capacity to handle atomic transactions which is pretty remarkable. The               
built-in decentralized exchange supports efficient trading and eliminates the possibility of failing to list              
tokens, making this an option for ICO's issuing tokens who wish to stand apart from the crowd. 
 
The blockchain serves as an underlying server that apply the technology of cryptography in distribution of                
ICOs. The Stellar blockchain can be used as a form of forex trading. 
Problems the blockchain proffers solution to includes: 

● High transaction cost: 
Transactions on the blockchain costs significantly less than every other blockchain. 

● Settlement times: 
Transactions are completed in 2 to 5 seconds. 

● Liquidity: 
Blockchain can act as bridging means in trades involving lesser used currencies. 

● Security: 
All transactions are cryptographically secure. 

  
What’s more? The team behind the development of the blockchain is nothing short of being “STELLAR”. 
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Lumenus Token (XLS) 
LUMENUS token will be released on the basis of Stellar platform. The platform’s 

compatibility with the token permits a third-party service wallet, exchanges etc., and 
provides an easy to use integration. 

 
 

Token Sale Detail 
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Token Distribution 
There is a soft cap of 1.150.000 XLM and hard cap of 14.000.000 XLM. All sales are counted towards the                    
hard cap. The additional money will help the platform scale faster by getting more project creators on                 
board to create quality projects, expand our infrastructure, marketing efforts, team size and number of               
countries served. For the token distribution the fixed percentage split is 
 

 

Bounties Campaign 
Our project is all about community. So we are extending that community to start our bounty                
campaign. Participants can help us spread the word about the Lumenus, and in-turn receive              
tokens as a bounty reward. 
 
In the Lumenus there will be a maximum of 300,000,000 Tokens issued in total. As a bounty reward we                   
will distribute up to 9,000,000 Tokens, across our bounty programs which equates to 3% of the token                 
allocation. Bonuses earned during the bounty-campaign will be start distributing to the participants’             
accounts within a week after the closing of the Token Sale. 

The Bounty Manager can make slight changes in the Bounty Campaign if deemed necessary. Using               
multi-accounts, cheating, using someone else to do the work and spamming or any kind of unethical                
behavior when participating to one of the campaigns are not allowed and will get you disqualified from all                  
bounties. 
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Join our Telegram Group Stay until mainsale end = 50 XLS Tokens  

*we will choose 500 most active member on both ID & EN lumenus group 
 
 

 
 

You must have at least 500 subscribers on YouTube for a video.  
YouTube videos must be at least 2 minutes long, and of good quality. 

 
500 - 5K Subscribers = 300 XLS  
5K-10K Subscribers = 500XLS  

10K-100K Subscribers = 700XLS  
100K-500K Subscribers = 900XLS  
500K-1M Subscribers = 1100XLS  
1M above Subscribers = 1500XLS 

 
 

 
 

Jr Member  = 8 XLS / Week 
Full Member = 10 XLS / Week  
Sr Member = 12 XLS / Week  

Hero/Legendary = 14 XLS / Week  
Article post should have a good writing quality and at least 200 words. Only original work is accepted! 

Copying parts of the website / whitepaper or using the work of someone else will disqualify your work(s). 
Saturday 23:59 GMT+7 is weekly checkpoint 

Article / blog post / video should have links to Lumenus website. 
Participants with red trust score will not be accepted. Minimum 20 constructive posts per week. 

 

 
 

White Paper translations (Genuine) are welcome = 1,000 XLS Only Japanese, Korean, Mandarin & 
Russian are required. Please view our White Paper then contact us directly with your Token requirement: 

support@lumenus.id 
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Join Telegram Group and ask admin for further.  

Article/blog post should have a good writing quality and at least 200 words.  
Participant can submit max 5 contents. The same article / blog post can only be posted once. Do not 

apply the same article / blog post on the different websites.  
Only original work is accepted! Copying parts of the website / whitepaper or using the work of someone 

else will disqualify your work(s).  
Article / blog post / video should have links to Lumenus website.  

Website / blog where you post the content has to be relevant and connected to Crypto / financial / 
Investment. Website / blog where you post the content should be at least 3 months old. Participants with 

red trust score will not be accepted.  
Minimum 20 constructive posts per week. 

 
 

View Lumenus Bounty Spreadsheet here 

 
Roadmap 
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Budget Alocation 
 

 
 

Lumenus Team 
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